Correlations between spontaneous fluctuations in the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal 23 measured with functional MRI are finding increasing use as measures of functional connectivity in the 24 brain, where differences can potentially predict cognitive performance and diagnose disease. Caffeine, 25 which is a widely consumed neural stimulant and vasoactive agent, has been found to decrease the amplitude 26 and correlation of resting-state BOLD fluctuations, and hence is an important factor to consider in functional 27 connectivity studies. However, because the BOLD signal is sensitive to neural and vascular factors, the phys-28 iological mechanisms by which caffeine alters spontaneous BOLD fluctuations remain unclear. Resting-state 29 functional connectivity has traditionally been assessed using stationary measures, such as the correlation co-30 efficient between BOLD signals measured across the length of a scan. However, recent work has shown that 31 the correlation of resting-state networks can vary considerably over time, with periods as short as 10 s. In this 32 study, we used a sliding window correlation analysis to assess temporal variations in resting-state functional 33 connectivity of the motor cortex before and after caffeine ingestion. We found that the temporal variability of 34 BOLD correlation was significantly higher following a caffeine dose, with transient periods of strong correla-35 tion alternating with periods of low or negative correlation. This phenomenon was primarily due to increased 36 variability in the phase difference between BOLD time courses in the left and right motor cortices. These re-37 sults indicate that caffeine may cause underlying spontaneous neural fluctuations to go in and out of coher-38 ence more frequently, and emphasizes the need to consider non-stationary measures when studying changes 39 in functional connectivity. 40 © 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
Resting-state functional MRI (fMRI) can be used to assess func- (DMN) (Biswal et al., 1995; Lowe et al., 1998; Greicius et al., 2003) .
53
A growing number of studies have shown that functional connectivity 54 is altered for cognitive disorders such as multiple sclerosis, epilepsy,
55
Parkinson's, and Alzheimer's disease (Lowe et al., 2002; Greicius 56 et al., 2004; Lui et al., 2008; Kwak et al., 2010) , suggesting that 57 resting-state studies can aid in disease diagnosis and improved un-58 derstanding of disease mechanisms. In addition, inter-subject differ-59 ences in functional connectivity have been shown to correlate with 60 performance on working memory tasks and intelligence (Hampson 61 et al., 2006; Song et al., 2008) . cerebral blood volume, and oxygen metabolism (Buxton et al., 2004) .
85
Factors that alter any part of the pathway between neural activity and 86 the BOLD response can change functional connectivity measure-87 ments, making it difficult to decipher the origin of this effect. For ex-88 ample, caffeine is a widely used stimulant that has a complex effect 89 on the coupling between neural activity and blood flow (Fredholm 90 et al., 1999; Pelligrino et al., 2010) . Through adenosine antagonism, 91 caffeine enhances neural activity by blocking the inhibitory affects 92 of adenosine activation (Dunwiddie and Masino, 2001 ). In addition,
93
by inhibiting adenosine binding to receptors on smooth muscles 94 cells, caffeine reduces the ability of blood vessels to dilate (Meno 95 et al., 2005; Pelligrino et al., 2010) and causes an overall reduction 96 in baseline cerebral blood flow (Cameron et al., 1990) . All of these fac-97 tors can lead to BOLD signal changes.
98
Previous work by our group assessing caffeine's effect on resting- (Tal et al., 2011) . In addition, caffeine has been shown to impair 109 motor learning compared to a placebo (Mednick et al., 2008) . Since 110 it has been shown that the strength of resting-state functional con-111 nectivity is related to memory performance (Hampson et al., 2006) , 112 these findings suggest that the caffeine-induced reduction in BOLD 113 correlation may represent underlying neural changes.
114
In this study, we employed a non-stationary analysis approach to 
127

Methods
128
Experimental protocol
129
The data used in this study were collected for a previous experiment 41 years) participated in this study after providing informed consent.
134
Participants were instructed to refrain from ingesting caffeine for at 135 least 12 hours prior to being scanned. The estimated daily caffeine 136 usage for each subject based on self-reports of coffee, tea, and soda con-137 sumption is presented in Table 1 . The assumed caffeine contents for an 138 8-oz cup of coffee, an 8-oz cup of tea, and a 12-oz soda were 100 mg, 139 40 mg, and 20 mg respectively (Fredholm et al., 1999) .
140
Each subject participated in two imaging sessions: a caffeine ses- (Fredholm et al., 1999) . Control sessions used the same protocol, 151 but without the administration of caffeine between sections, similar to 152 the protocol used in Perthen et al. (2008) . Subjects were not given a 153 placebo during the control session. However, for convenience, we will 154 still refer to the two scan sections as the "pre-dose" and "post-dose" 155 sections.
156
Each scan section included a high-resolution anatomical scan, a bi- was displayed for the entirety of the scan and subjects were asked 165 to maintain attention on the white square.
166
Image acquisition
167
Imaging data were collected on a GE Excite HDX 3 Tesla whole 168 body system with an eight channel receive coil. Laser alignment was 169 used to landmark subjects and minimize differences in head position 170 between pre-dose and post-dose sections.
171
The high-resolution anatomical scan was acquired with a magne- 
184
Cardiac pulse and respiratory effort data were monitored using a 185 pulse oximeter (InVivo) and a respiratory effort transducer (BIOPAC), 186 respectively. The pulse oximeter was placed on the subject's index fin-187 ger, and the respiratory effort belt was placed around the subject's abdo-188 men. The pulse oximeter was not worn during the bilateral finger-189 tapping scan. Physiological data were sampled at 40 samples per second 190 using a multi-channel data acquisition board (National Instruments).
191
Data analysis
192
Images from each scan section were co-registered using AFNI soft-
193
ware (Cox 1996) . In addition, the anatomical volume from each post- (Voyvodic, 2006) . In summary, the ffiffiffi F p maps were sep-217 arated into left and right hemispheric regions. The highest value in 218 each region was identified and then every voxel was converted to a 219 percentage of the peak statistical value for the region (AMPLE 220 value = ( ffiffiffi F p value / peak ffiffiffi F p value) × 100). Active voxels were re-221 quired to exceed an AMPLE value of 45% and a ffiffiffi F p value of 2 222 (p b 0.05). The final activation maps were defined from the intersec-223 tion of voxels active in both pre-dose and post-dose scan sections. Re-224 gions of interest (ROIs) were then defined for the left and right motor 225 cortices from these activation maps. Thus, the same ROIs were used in 226 the comparison of pre-dose and post-dose functional connectivity 227 within an imaging session. The numbers of voxels in each subject's 228 left and right ROIs are listed in Table 1 .
229
Nuisance terms were removed from the BOLD resting-state data sistency with previous functional connectivity studies (Biswal et al., 243 1997; Cordes et al., 2001; Fox et al., 2005) . we varied the window length from 10 s to 100 s in 1-s increments.
256
For all subjects, metrics were averaged across the two resting runs 257 in each scan section. Two-tailed paired t-tests were performed be- and sampled at a rate of f s , is given by 
272 273 274 (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989) . The units of the estimated power 275 spectrum are given in power/Hz. The cross power spectrum between 276 x[n] and y[n], both of length N and sampled at a rate of f s , is
277 278 279 (Roth, 1971 
283
The correlation between x[n] and y[n] can be computed in terms of 284 their cross power spectrum using the following expression 
where
and 
in Eq. (7) will produce values from − 1 to 1. 
To show that the caffeine-induced increase in correlation variabil- 
413
The power spectra in Fig. 4 for the caffeine-induced increase in correlation variability.
430
The scatter plots in the top row of Fig of the variance in correlation after caffeine ingestion (Fig. 5a ).
440
Furthermore, similar to the increase in correlation variability, there Blue data points were generated using a 20-s sliding window and black data points were generated using a 30-s window. The solid line represents equality between the sections, and paired t-test p-values are shown. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
very slow (0.15-0. mediated by the corpus callosum (Johnston et al., 2008) . However,
520
it is also possible that the thalamus, which serves as a relay center 521 for both sensory and motor mechanisms (Herrero et al., 2002), coor-522 dinates spontaneous activity between the motor cortex hemispheres
523
( MacDonald et al., 1996; Uddin et al., 2008) . Previous studies have
524
shown that caffeine stimulates motor activity by counteracting the in- transmission, which will ultimately disinhibit thalamo-cortical pro-527 jection neurons (Fisone et al., 2004; Fontanez and Porter, 2006 ity between hemispheres observed in this study.
532
As caffeine antagonism of adenosine receptors produces both neu- changes in response to neural activity (Chen and Parrish, 2009 assume that the means of these time courses have been subtracted.
586
The correlation coefficient between x[n] and y[n], which are both of 587 length N, is defined as
588 589 590
By applying Parseval's Theorem, the above expression can be writ- the signals are real, the cross power spectrum exhibits conjugate Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989) . Then 614 the sum in the numerator of Eq. (A.4) may be written as 
